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1 Context for the market
1.1

Structuring of Report

This report is segregated into six sections.
Section one of the report gives an overview of
the present WCI market emissions. The
reported emissions data from 2018 is analyzed
by sector and major entity. Section two of the
report evaluates how regulations have evolved
over time, and how market prices have been
affected by these regulatory shifts. Section
three presents the sectoral emissions forecast
through to 2030. Consequently, California
Carbon Allowance (CCA) supply-demand
forecast is laid out in section four. Section five
builds on this balance to give a 2030 WCI price
forecast. Whilst section six concludes some of
the research and provides an opinion on the
program’s future.

1.2

Introduction

California Carbon provides regular analytical
content covering the allowance and offset
market, as well as program design and legal
risks. In emissions research, California records
historical emissions data from ARB. We use this
data to provide a forecast on covered
emissions, supply-demand and allowance
prices in the Cap-and-Trade program.
In the Cap-and-Trade program, the California
Air Resources board (CARB) has overall
regulatory control. Facilities that emit over
25,000 tons of CO2 annually are required to
participate in the program. While each year in
the program is referred to as a compliance
year, one such regulatory period consisting of
2 to 3 compliance years is called a compliance
period. In the year following the end of each
compliance period, facilities are required to
surrender allowances and offsets to meet their
total obligations for that compliance periods.
The CARB, provides annual emissions data for
each facility within an organization. California
Carbon compiles that data and segregates
facilities into nine sectors. Our team then looks
at sector-wise macroeconomic indicators to
© 2020 California Carbon

derive a usable correlation between variables
to provide our forecast. In our emissions
forecast for 2018, we achieved an accuracy of
99.6% against actual data.

1.3

Present market overview:

On 04th November 2019, the California Air
Resources Board released the annual GHG
emissions for all entities listed to report their
emissions under the cap-and-trade program. A
total of 319,882,513 MtCO2e was reported for
the year 2018, 0.22% lower than the previous
year. Of the 814 entities listed in the report,
410 entities reported emissions greater than
25,000 MtCO2e; slightly lower than the 416
entities for the report year 2017. 25,000
MtCO2e is the threshold for involvement in the
Cap-and-Trade (CaT) market.
1.3.1

Highlights:

Transportation Fuel and CO2 Suppliers sector
reported the highest emissions, contributing
50% of the total reported emissions. Since its
inclusion in 2015 this sector has dominated the
CaT market. Sector emissions stood at 159.54
MMtCO2e, registering a Year-on-Year (YoY)
decline of 0.8% (1.21MMt Co2e). It is the
highest contributing sector, but this was the
first-year emissions from this sector
decreased.
Suppliers of Natural Gas, NGL and LPG, sector
reported the second largest emissions figure
with 44.3 MMt CO2e. The sectoral emissions
rose by 1.4% (1.09 MMt CO2e) YoY.
The Refineries and Hydrogen Plants sector
registered the third largest emissions total at
35.38 MMt CO2e. This sector witnessed a 1.3%
increase (0.46 MMt CO2e) over the previous
year.
Fossil Fuel Electricity Generation emitted 31.3
MMt CO2e in 2018, increasing by 1.4%
(0.42MMt CO2e) over the year 2017. This
sector exhibited a stark decline in emissions
A product of cKinetics
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from the year 2015 to year 2018; over a short
three-year period, the sectoral emissions have
fallen by 11.1 MMt CO2e.
Electricity Importers gauged emissions at 18.79
MMt CO2e for the report year 2018. This sector
witnessed the second largest proportional
decline at 4.2% (0.82 MMt CO2e) of all of the
sectors. More importantly, when compared
with 2011 levels, the current sectoral
emissions have declined by a massive 24.99
MMt CO2e. This is by far the largest emission
decline registered in the cap-and-trade
program since its inception. There is a school
of thought that some of this change has
resulted from resource switching, whereby
‘dirty electricity is sent elsewhere’ to states
that haven’t imposed a carbon price. This feat
is closely followed by Fossil Fuel Electricity

Generation, whose emissions fell by 19.49
MMt CO2e from 2008 GHG levels.
Oil and Gas Production emissions reported as
14.04 MMt CO2e, fell by 1.9% (0.26 MMt CO2e)
YoY. Whereas Other Combustion Sources
increased by 0.2% (0.013 MMt CO2e) to 8.28
MMt CO2e in the current report year.
Cement Manufacturing reported the largest
percentage increase in emissions in the current
report year. At 2.9% (0.219 MMt CO2e) higher
YoY, this year's emissions totaled up to 7.86
MMt CO2e.
Other Cogeneration presented the largest
annual decline in emissions of 27.2% (0.12
MMt CO2e). Recorded emissions for the current
report year are at 0.32 MMt CO2e.

Figure 1. 1 Sector-wise breakdown of California emitters
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Figure 1. 2 Historical Emission Trends of sectors covered under Cap-and-Trade program

Figure 1. 3 Annual Covered Emissions by sector
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About CaliforniaCarbon.info
CaliforniaCarbon.info

provides business
intelligence and analytics in carbon markets.
We have a comprehensive information service
covering the WCI carbon market (California
and Quebec), LCFS and offsets in North
America. Our offering includes emissions and
price forecasts, regular analytical content
covering the allowance and offset market, as
well as program design and legal risks.
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Our news hub represents a one-stop shop for
updates pertinent to carbon trading more
globally.
For our premium subscribers we offer full
access to our complete historic price database
for all of the key market asset types. Those
wanting to perform deep-dive research into
emissions, compliance or auction history can
do so on an entity level basis using our suite of
analytic tools.
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Rights
All articles and features for which the name of
no external source is given may be assumed to
be the full original work of cKinetics and/or
CaliforniaCarbon.info. This material is meant
solely for the user who has procured this from
CaliforniaCarbon. Any republication of this
material, whether full or partial, should cite
‘CaliforniaCarbon.info’ as the original source,
and provide a link to the website
(http://californiacarbon.info/).

Disclaimer
While cKinetics, its data or content providers,
the financial exchanges and each of their
affiliates and business partners display
information on the web site in good faith, no
representation or warranty is given or shall be
deemed given or implied by cKinetics, its data
or content providers, the financial exchanges
and each of their affiliates and business
partners to you or any other person as to the
completeness, accuracy, sufficiency, currency,
reliability or suitability of any such information,
all which information is provided on an ‘as is’
basis, and all such representations warranties
or conditions that may be implied by statute,
general law or otherwise (whether as to title,
non-infringement, merchantability, fitness for
purpose or otherwise) are hereby
excluded.
Access full disclaimer statement

Contact
California Carbon is a division of cKinetics Inc

cKinetics Inc
19925 Stevens Creek Blvd, Cupertino
California-95014, USA
Ph: + 1.650.331.1931

www.CaliforniaCarbon.info
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